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a team of mathematicians led by andrew sutherland of mit and andrew booker of
bristol university found the answer to the elusive number 42 which is the answer
to life the universe and everything in douglas adams novel they used a massively
parallel computation platform based on charity engine a network of over 400 000
volunteers home pcs learn the definition and usage of the idiom answer to
something which means to be the same as or match something see examples of
this phrase in sentences from recent sources learn the correct preposition to use
with the phrase answer to the question and why for and of are wrong see
examples statistics and explanations of the usage and meaning of this phrase
learn the difference between answer and answer to and when to use them as
verbs or nouns with or without to see examples exercises and explanations for
each case the meaning of answer to someone is to be required to explain one s
actions to someone how to use answer to someone in a sentence learn how to
use these three expressions correctly and when to prefer one over the other see
examples explanations and comments from english language usage stack
exchange users learn the various meanings and uses of the word answer as a
noun and a verb with synonyms examples and word history find out how to
answer a question a charge a need or a riddle if something or someone is the
answer to another thing or person it is or they are considered to be similar or as
good channel 4 is independent television s answer to bbc2 she s lithuania s
answer to madonna smart vocabulary related words and phrases replacing and
exchanging definition of answer to phrasal verb in oxford advanced american
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage
notes synonyms and more the more idiomatic usage is an answer to this question
the preposition for could be used alternatively but it is less common other
preposition can be used but are much less common as shown in ngram and they
may convey different meanings answer to somebody something from longman
dictionary of contemporary english answer to somebody something phrasal verb
1 to give an explanation to someone especially about something that you have
done wrong phipps answers to me and me alone 2 answer to the name of
something to be called a particular name used humorously a well dressed answer
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meaning 1 a reaction to a question letter phone call etc 2 a solution to a problem
3 to say learn more noun a spoken or written reply or response to a question
request letter etc he sent an answer to my letter promptly synonyms riposte a
correct response to a question asked to test one s knowledge an equivalent or
approximation the band tried to be the french answer to the beatles an action
serving as a reply or response the main difference is that one suggests an
absolute answer something that is the truth or the right answer and the other
suggests an answer in the sense of just a response an answer this i would
interpret more like a response and not necessarily having a grounding in true or
false to is right on would be intelligible but not the usual way to say it it would
mean an answer on the subject of my question which is needlessly long and less
clear except perhaps in unusual contexts answers is the place to go to get the
answers you need and to ask the questions you want answer meaning 1
something you say or write when someone asks you a question 2 a response to a
question that is meant to show whether or not you know something such as a
question asked as part of an exam trying to find anime produced by the answer
studio discover anime by the answer studio on myanimelist the largest online
anime and manga database in the world definition of answer to phrasal verb in
oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more scientists have made many
guesses for what dark matter could be ranging from unknown particles to extra
dimensions but hawking s black holes theory has only lately come into play
people
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the answer to life the universe and everything
mit news
May 20 2024

a team of mathematicians led by andrew sutherland of mit and andrew booker of
bristol university found the answer to the elusive number 42 which is the answer
to life the universe and everything in douglas adams novel they used a massively
parallel computation platform based on charity engine a network of over 400 000
volunteers home pcs

answer to something definition meaning
merriam webster
Apr 19 2024

learn the definition and usage of the idiom answer to something which means to
be the same as or match something see examples of this phrase in sentences
from recent sources

answer to for or of the question correct version
explained
Mar 18 2024

learn the correct preposition to use with the phrase answer to the question and
why for and of are wrong see examples statistics and explanations of the usage
and meaning of this phrase

understanding how to fit answer and answer to
into
Feb 17 2024

learn the difference between answer and answer to and when to use them as
verbs or nouns with or without to see examples exercises and explanations for
each case
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answer to definition meaning merriam webster
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the meaning of answer to someone is to be required to explain one s actions to
someone how to use answer to someone in a sentence

word choice answer to the question vs answer
for the
Dec 15 2023

learn how to use these three expressions correctly and when to prefer one over
the other see examples explanations and comments from english language usage
stack exchange users

answer definition meaning merriam webster
Nov 14 2023

learn the various meanings and uses of the word answer as a noun and a verb
with synonyms examples and word history find out how to answer a question a
charge a need or a riddle

someone s answer to someone something
definition cambridge
Oct 13 2023

if something or someone is the answer to another thing or person it is or they are
considered to be similar or as good channel 4 is independent television s answer
to bbc2 she s lithuania s answer to madonna smart vocabulary related words and
phrases replacing and exchanging

answer to phrasal verb definition pictures
pronunciation
Sep 12 2023

definition of answer to phrasal verb in oxford advanced american dictionary
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which preposition is right in an answer to for of
on
Aug 11 2023

the more idiomatic usage is an answer to this question the preposition for could
be used alternatively but it is less common other preposition can be used but are
much less common as shown in ngram and they may convey different meanings

answer to somebody something longman
dictionary of
Jul 10 2023

answer to somebody something from longman dictionary of contemporary english
answer to somebody something phrasal verb 1 to give an explanation to
someone especially about something that you have done wrong phipps answers
to me and me alone 2 answer to the name of something to be called a particular
name used humorously a well dressed

answer definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Jun 09 2023

answer meaning 1 a reaction to a question letter phone call etc 2 a solution to a
problem 3 to say learn more

answer definition meaning dictionary com
May 08 2023

noun a spoken or written reply or response to a question request letter etc he
sent an answer to my letter promptly synonyms riposte a correct response to a
question asked to test one s knowledge an equivalent or approximation the band
tried to be the french answer to the beatles an action serving as a reply or
response
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what is the difference between an answer and
the answer
Apr 07 2023

the main difference is that one suggests an absolute answer something that is
the truth or the right answer and the other suggests an answer in the sense of
just a response an answer this i would interpret more like a response and not
necessarily having a grounding in true or false

word choice answer to my question or answer
on my
Mar 06 2023

to is right on would be intelligible but not the usual way to say it it would mean an
answer on the subject of my question which is needlessly long and less clear
except perhaps in unusual contexts

answers the most trusted place for answering
life s questions
Feb 05 2023

answers is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the questions
you want

answer definition meaning britannica dictionary
Jan 04 2023

answer meaning 1 something you say or write when someone asks you a
question 2 a response to a question that is meant to show whether or not you
know something such as a question asked as part of an exam

the answer studio companies myanimelist net
Dec 03 2022

trying to find anime produced by the answer studio discover anime by the answer
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answer to phrasal verb definition pictures
pronunciation
Nov 02 2022

definition of answer to phrasal verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more

scientists may have found an answer to the
mystery of dark
Oct 01 2022

scientists have made many guesses for what dark matter could be ranging from
unknown particles to extra dimensions but hawking s black holes theory has only
lately come into play people
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